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QLD Government Flood Mitigation Strategy: 

Let’s Move the river, not the people? 

WBBEC has been given anecdotal evidence that the Newman Government is planning a diversion 
channel for the Burnett River in times of flood, to direct the flood around North Bundaberg and out to 
the coast between Moore Park and the Burnett River mouth. 

“A concerned citizen has come forward to inform us that he was shown  a concept diagram of this 
proposal on the computer belonging to Stephen Bennett the Member for Burnett and was informed that 
a projected indicative cost was $120M’  said WBBEC President Roger Currie. 

The WBBEC contacted the Minister for Local Government, Community Recovery and Resilience and 
his Director General yesterday morning by email asking for a clarification on whether this information is 
true or fictitious, the Minister is yet to respond.  Interestingly the Minister did mention ‘channelling’ and 
‘costs  benefits  ratios’  in his interview with ABC  Wide Bay’s David Dowsett in Bundaberg yesterday 
morning,  after launching an extraordinary but repetitious attack on  what he called ‘extremist left wing 
lunatic  green groups  who intimidate governments with negative press releases’,  and that he would 
gladly wear the label of an ‘environmental vandal’ . 

“Given that the Minster chose the use of these particular phrases, the question has to be asked 
whether this is in fact an admission by the Minister that he is planning something for the Burnett River 
which may be interpreted as ‘environmental vandalism?’, said Coordinator Emma- Kate Currie . 

The allocation of $120M to flood mitigation strategies would be more economically, environmentally 
and socially sustainable if it was used to relocate all those citizens of North Bundaberg willing to move 
to higher ground, rather than attempt to divert a river which is capable of filling Sydney Harbour 3 times 
a day when in full flood. 

The focus on flood recovery planning should be about transparency and community engagement, not 
about the Minister attacking legitimate Not for Profit community groups, who may ask the hard 
questions about likely environmental impacts from any proposed flood mitigation engineering options. 

For more information contact Emma-Kate Currie on 0423 932 431  
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